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PICTURE BOOKS

This story is about cat boy. Cat boy tries to hide his difference because he feels lonely
at school. His Mum is no help because she’s lost dreaming about his father who went
off to war and never came back. Until one day, cat girl turns up in the playground…
 
Written by one of the classic Colombian children’s authors, this beautifully illustrated
book is home to a gorgeously original character, whose very real difference is
portrayed so authentically it aches. This story will resonate powerfully with any 6-9 year
old who ever felt like the odd one out. 
 
This fantastic tale uses the magic of our collective imagination to make the experience
of loneliness, of feeling lost, incredibly real. Such precise detailing makes the book very
modern, while the modern theme makes it timelessly universal. Because our boy is a
cat, the author avoids specific pigeon-holing to address anyone with a conflicted sense
of belonging. And because cat boy is such an archetypal figure, the opening to
acceptance through the appearance of cat girl works in a superhero kind of way.
 
The translator’s daughter is growing up in a third language, and as part of that process
she persuades her friends at school and abroad to pretend to be a range of animals,
often cats, and to play in miaows, barks and all other forms of communication.

Review

Recommended by Clare Gaunt

Written by Triunfo Arciniegas
Illustrated by Dipacho
Original language Spanish [Colombia]
Target Age 6-9
Published by Ediciones SM (2013)

Triunfo Arciniegas is one of the pillars of Colombian children’s literature having written
over 40 books for young readers. His work has been translated into English, German and
Portuguese. He says that his work “celebrates life while never forgetting the constant
presence of death”. He was included the IBBY List of Honour for Letras Robadas (Stolen
Letters) in 2016 and was nominated for the Hans Christian Andersen award in 2018.
 
Clare Gaunt became a published children’s book translator in 2022 thanks to Majestic
Mountains and Majestic Oceans, both available from Welbeck. She loves beautiful books,
unique voices, and great ideas. She translates from Spanish and French into English and
also understands Catalan.Her life is shared with a 9 year-old, her Spanish/Colombian
partner and a cat. She considers herself European, and is a kindred spirit of all travellers.
 
Contact details: Mara Benavides Reina, +57 3173693838, Mara.benavides@grupo-sm.com
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FINLAND - THE BOY IN THE RED SKIRT 

Ronnie can’t resist the beautiful red skirt in his mother’s closet. One night he steals the
skirt, and he feels happy and fearless as he twirls around in it. The next day he secretly
packs the skirt in his backpack to take it to school – will he dare to put it on? He is
conflicted by the messages from his mother, who disapproves of Ronnie playing with
dolls and wearing her skirts, and his grandmother who says the rules about what boys
and girls should like are made up and that Ronnie shouldn’t be so afraid of what others
think. Ronnie puts on the skirt during recess and runs outside when his classmates laugh
at him. Initially he thinks his life is over and that his mother will be angry with him, but as
he runs around the schoolyard with the skirt billowing behind him, he begins to feel
strong, happy, and invincible. The children stop laughing and look at him in wonder as
Ronnie calmly goes inside after recess. This book is perfect for older fans of Julian is a
Mermaid who can relate to conflicts between personal desires and societal constraints.

Review

Recommended by Mia Spangenberg

Original title: Poika ja hame
Written by Jani Toivola
Illustrated by Saara Obele
Original language: Finnish [Finland]
Target Age 5 - 9
Published by Otava Publishing Company (2021)

Jani Toivola is a Finnish actor, director, and author who has worked in the media industry
since the early 2000s. With a Kenyan father and a Finnish mother, he was the first black
person to be elected to the Finnish parliament in 2011 where he served from 2011-2019.
Toivola, who is openly gay, has previously written two books about personal identity and
parenting. The Boy in the Red Skirt is his first children’s book.

Mia Spangenberg translates fiction, nonfiction, and children’s literature from Finnish,
Swedish, and German into English. Her work has been published in Finland and the UK, and
in journals such as LitHub and Asymptote. She is a regular contributor to the WorldKidLit
blog. Her translations of the picture books Rosie Runs, by author and illustrator Marika
Maijala, and Owl and the Mystery of Tomorrow, by author and illustrator Réka Király, will
be published in 2023. Her translation of Pirkko Saisio’s autofictive novel The Red Book of
Farewells will also be published in 2023 by Two Lines Press.. She holds a Ph.D. in
Scandinavian studies from the University of Washington, Seattle, where she resides with
her family. Contact: mmspangenberg@gmail.com. 

Rights Contact: Agency: Rights&Brands, Agent: Hanna Pajunen-Walsh: hanna.pajunen-
walsh@rightsandbrands.com
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THE BOY IN THE RED SKIRT

He quickly slips the skirt over his jeans. It’s too big. He takes off his belt and ties it as tightly as he
can around his waist. His fingers tingle, and his heart starts beating harder BOOM BOOM BOOM.
The skirt is even more beautiful than Ronnie remembers. He takes a few careful steps and spins
around. The skirt twirls in the air, and Ronnie smiles.

Suddenly Ronnie hears laughter behind him. He hasn’t noticed the boys coming into the room for
their next class. The boys are pointing at him and laughing.More kids appear at the door, and
Ronnie sees Pinja, too. She looks sad, but she doesn’t say anything. She looks at Ronnie for a
second and then turns away.

Ronnie runs out into the schoolyard with Juuso and the other boys on his heels.His heart is beating
BOOM BOOM BOOM. Ronnie feels like everyone is looking at him and laughing. Some are pointing
at him and whispering to each other. Ronnie thinks his life is over. Mom will be angry when she
hears about this, and he won’t be able to go anywhere ever again.

Ronnie doesn’t know what to do. The boys fill the doorway, so he can’t run away. Juuso, a tall and
mean-looking boy, grabs Ronnie’s backpack and dumps the contents on the floor.Then he
approaches Ronnie. LuckilyRonnie is quick on his feet. He slips past Juuso and out the door before
Juuso can grab him.

The boys are so close! Ronnie tries to pick up speed. As he runs, he notices how the wind lifts up
the hem of his skirt, higher and higher. 

Suddenly Ronnie feels like all of the noise and the mean faces disappear. All he sees is the red
skirt fluttering in the breeze.

The skirt turns into a huge, rolling sea, and Ronnie is a ship gracefully riding on its waves. The
harder he runs, the stronger and more confident he feels.The faster he runs, the more he feels like
smiling. Ronnie feels like he is running on air. The sun and the sky seem so close, and the school
yard and the mean boys are down below, far away.

Written by Jani Toivola, Illustrated by Saara Obele
Extract translated by Mia Spangenberg
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JORDAN - A VERY NAUGHTY CAT

A Very Naughty Cat tells the tale of a friendship between an old man and the titular cat. 

When the old man adopts the stray cat they soon become fast friends, but the cat is
not the most well-behaved of animals and causes chaos in the old man’s house. Much
as he loves the animal, he decides it is time to get rid of it, but no one he knows will
keep it. In desperation, he decides to leave it in the furthest place he can think of,
Antarctica. Once he gets there, he understands that he can’t abandon his friend, no
matter how annoying it may be. 

The book is a wonderful and quirky look at the value of friendship with some whimsical
illustrations by Maya Fidawi. It is translated into English by Dr. Amal Alaboud.

Review

Recommended by Dr. Amal Alaboud

Written by Abeer Al Taher
Illustrated by Maya Fidawi
Original language [Original country] Arabic /
Jordan
Target Age +3 Years
Published by PUBLISHER (YEAR) Dar Al Yasmine
Publishing and Distribution (2014)

Abeer Al Taher is a pioneer of children’s literature in the Arab world and a member of
the Jordanian Federation of Writers and Literacies. She began her writing career in 1999
and established Al Yasmine for Publishing and Distribution House in 2010, which is
specialized in publishing children’s books in Arabic.

Dr. Amal Alaboud is an assistant professor of Translation Studies at Taif University.
She’s a children’s stories writer and translator. Her works have been translated into
Spanish, French and Chinese 

Contact: info@alyasminebooks.com & Dr. Amal Alaboud Alaboud.amal@gmail.com
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URUGUAY - LITTLE KISSES

LITTLE KISSES tells the story of a young girl named Laura and her grandmother,
Abuela Carmen. Every Tuesday, they drink tea and eat pizza together, and Abuela
Carmen teaches Laura how to grow and care for plants. When Abuela Carmen gets
sick, Laura is heartbroken. But Laura’s grandmother leaves her with the tools she will
need to cope with changing life circumstances. The story lovingly touches on themes
such as grief, mental wellbeing, and sustainability while also including multicultural
perspectives and language learning opportunities for young English-language readers
with an interest in Spanish, plants, and the timeless value of intergenerational family
ties.

A gentle story of affection, resilience, and family bonds, LITTLE KISSES teaches
young readers and adults alike about the transformative power of love in helping us
overcome loss and how to keep the legacy of our loved ones alive.

Review

Recommended by Sarah Balistreri

Written by Virginia Brown
Illustrated by Mauricio Marra
Original language Spanish [Uruguay]
Target Age 3-8
Published by Penguin Uruguay (2018)

An award-winning Uruguayan writer, Ms. Brown has written 18 children’s books, which
have been published in Uruguay, Argentina, Mexico, and Korea. Little Kisses won the
Bartolomé Hidalgo Prize, one of Uruguay’s most important literary awards, in 2018 and
received third place in Uruguay’s National Literary Prize in 2020. The book was also
selected by the Regional Center for the Promotion of Books in Latin America and the
Caribbean, which operates under the auspices of UNESCO, and the International Board
on Books for Young People for their catalog of children’s books that promote
sustainable development. Contact: virmelo.brown@gmail.com.

Sarah Balistreri is an experienced translator with a passion for Spanish and Latin
American literature. I hold a B.A. in Spanish and Italian from Georgetown University
and an M.A. in Spanish from the University of Virginia. I have performed translations
from Spanish into English and vice versa at the United Nations. My work was previously
published in the Chicago Review. I was born and raised in the United States and have
lived in Chile, Uruguay, Ecuador, Italy, Colombia, and the United Kingdom. 
Contact: sarahelibalistreri@gmail.com
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MIDDLE GRADE

Ten-year-old Mila loves animals — especially insects and, most of all, spiders. She also
has an ability to “disappear from the world,” focusing in to the point that everything
else around her ceases to exist. Petr is in fourth grade, but looks like a first-grader.
He’s great at drawing and can’t sleep at night because he’s too afraid of the dark.
Katka feels fat and ugly and doesn’t have any friends. Franta has a leg disease that
forces him to use crutches. He’s angry about his disability and takes it out on people.
When the four outsiders first meet, they aren’t so much friends as a group of “weird
kids” who hang out together. 

In part one of the book, readers see the kids mostly through their inner experiences. In
part two, they run away from home together and encounter people who rob them,
people who mistreat animals, people who have no home. They undergo a series of
powerful events that help them get to know each other and cement their friendship.

This is a story that will be appreciated by anyone who enjoys the movies of Wes
Anderson, à la Moonrise Kingdom, as well as the touching spirit that lies beneath the
humor and playfulness.

Review

 Recommended by Alex Zucker

Written by Petra Soukupová
Illustrated by Nikola Logosová
Original language: Czech [Czechia]
Target age: 9 and up, teenagers included!
Published by Host (Brno, 2019)

Petra Soukupová (b. 1982) is one of today’s most successful Czech writers. She has
published seven books for adults and three for children. Her books appear regularly on
bestseller lists and have been published in 14 languages, although none yet in English. 
Soukupová also works as a dramaturge and screenwriter, and has won two major Czech
prizes for her film scripts as well. 
More info at https://www.dbagency.cz/index.php?pg=authors&id=38

Alex Zucker has translated novels by Bianca Bellová, Petra Hůlová, Jáchym Topol, J. R.
Pick, Magdaléna Platzová, Tomáš Zmeškal, Josef Jedlička, Heda Margolius Kovály, Patrik
Ouředník, and Miloslava Holubová. His translations have received Writing in Translation
awards from English PEN and a National Translation Award from the American Literary
Translators Association. Alex is a past cochair of the PEN America Translation
Committee. More at www.alexjzucker.com. Contact: alexz.nyc@gmail.com.

Contact: Dana Blatná Literary Agency, blatna@dbagency.cz
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THE WEIRD KIDS CLUB 

’I'm weird, I know that. I’ve known it for a long time now, so I’m used to people sometimes looking
funny at me. “Used to” might not be quite right, since it never bothered me. I could just tell people
thought I was weird. 
 One time, when I was still in preschool, I was sitting on a bench with an ice cream cone, waiting
for my mom, who I guess was shopping or something, and suddenly I saw a magpie walking
across the store roof, and even with all the people around I could hear the click of its little claws
on the metal, and I just watched it pitter-patter along, first one way then back again.
 Then this lady came up to me and said: “Are you all right, little girl?” And I tore my eyes away from
the magpie and looked at the lady, and she was pointing to my hand where I had the ice cream
cone, but the ice cream was totally melted and running down my hand and onto my dress or my
clothes and onto the ground. So I guess I’d been watching the magpie longer than I realized. 
 Then my mother showed up and the lady started in on her: “Is your little girl all right? She was
sitting here this whole time without even moving! It was so strange I just wondered if maybe she
was having a seizure or something!”
 And I said: “Mommy, I was watching that magpie over there,” and I pointed to the roof where of
course by then there was no more magpie.
 And my mom said to the lady: “You know how children are,” and gave me that look of hers like:
Did you really have to do that? But I just shrugged, since it wasn’t like I did it on purpose. 
 “So you’re sure everything’s all right?” the lady said, as if she didn’t believe us.
 “Of course,” my mom snapped at her. “Or do you have a problem with her spilling ice cream on
herself?”
 “Well, excuse me for caring,” the old hag snapped back. Meanwhile she was starting to be
unpleasant, and it’s OK to call ladies like that old hags, I said to myself. I was still little, so I was
kind of worried my mom might read my mind and not see the old hag there. 
  “You’re like a pig, you know that?” my mom said, handing me a napkin, but she wasn’t angry. 
 “Mommy, am I weird?” I asked. 
 “Why, is that what that old hag told you?”
 “No, not because of her,” I said, and I was being honest. I think I’m weird but I don’t mind. “The
kids in school call me that too.” 
 “Which ones?”
 “Eliška, Sofinka, Anička, Adam, Daniel, the other Daniel, Fanda. Oh, and Johanka.”
 “All those kids? Why didn’t you tell me?”
 “I don’t know. I’m telling you now.” 
 “Are they mean to you? I’m going to talk to the teachers first thing tomorrow.”
 “No, they’re not mean.”
 “Are you sure?”
 I shook my head no, nobody was mean to me.
 We were still little kids. Nobody called anyone names, not even Saša, who stank. That wouldn’t
start till later, but by then I was used to it. Or at any rate I was fine.  
 Weird—it’s a dumb word. Anyone can be weird. 
 “Everybody’s different. Some like watching animals, others maybe like to dance, so there’s no
such thing as weird, and you’re not doing anything awful—I mean, apart from dribbling ice cream
all over yourself,” my mom said, making a joke of it. 
 She went to throw out the napkins and the rest of my ice cream with them. 
 I went over to the drinking fountain to wash my hands, and pressed down on the water so that
when I took my hand away, it would squirt way up in the air. 
 Then the water sprayed all over me and my mom said, “Are you weird or what?” We both laughed. 

Written by Petra Soukpová, Illustrated by Nikola Logosová, 
Extract translated by Alex Zucker
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GERMANY - SHORTY McDWARF 

Morty McNorth isn’t exactly brimming with confidence: he’s short, not very good at
sport, feels sick on the bus, and doesn’t seem to get anyone’s jokes. His dad is
tongue-tied, his mum is allergy-prone, and he isn’t allowed a dog or even any friends
over. His mum dresses him like his dad, his classmates call him “Shorty McDwarf”, and
the school bully steals his lunch. But Morty has his own secret vocabulary and is full of
imagination. One day, he finds an egg, stuffs it in his pocket and takes it everywhere
with him – he loves having a secret in his pocket. It grows fur, and he can hear voices
inside. At school, it hatches out an eclectic array of noisy dwarves: one with pigtails,
one with an ear plug, one with flip-flops ... He stuffs them back in his pocket, where
they keep growing. They speak their own anarchic language and get up to all sort of
antics that Morty has to conceal from his mum, such as riding around in toy cars,
playing in soap suds, and pooing in the muesli. Suddenly, the dwarves disappear, but
they leave him a note encouraging him to speak Dwarfish, have fun, and be himself. The
dwarves draw out Morty’s character and inner strength, and he finds the confidence to
face down the bully.
For anyone who loves an underdog, a bit of mischief, and playing around with words. 
Mixed genre: fairy tale, comedy, family drama.

Review

Recommended by Marielle Sutherland

Original Title: Frerk, du Zwerg 
Written by Finn-Ole Heinrich
Illustrated by Ran Flygenring
Original language German [Germany]
Target Age 7-11
Published by Hanser (2015)

Finn-Ole Heinrich, born in 1982, is one of Germany’s most acclaimed authors. His books
for children include Frerk, du Zwerg (2015), Die erstaunlichen Abenteuer der Maulina
Schmitt trilogy (2013/14) and Trecker kommt mit (2017). Heinrich has received many
awards, among these the Kranichsteiner Literaturförderpreis (2008) and the Deutschen
Jugendliteraturpreis (German Youth Literature Prize) (2012). He lives as a freelance
author in Hamburg. Maulina Schmitt won the Luchs prize in 2014, and it has also been
turned into a play.

Marielle Sutherland was born in Hartlepool (UK) in 1976. She studied German at Oxford
University and completed a PhD at University College London. Her publications include
Rainer Maria Rilke. Selected Poems, co-translated with Susan Ranson (OUP, 2011), Dark
Matter: Choreografien von Marco Goecke/Choreographies by Marco Goecke, ed. by
Nadja Kadel (Königshausen und Neumann, 2016), Bauhaus Architecture 1919-1933, by
Hans Engels (Prestel Verlag, 2018), and the children’s novel Rulantica: Hidden Island, by
Michaela Hanauer (Coppenrath Verlag, 2021). Marielle was awarded an ALTA Travel
Fellowship in 2021.
Contact Anne Brans: Anne.Brans@hanser.de
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SHORTY McDWARF

p. 5 “Shorty McDwarf! Shorty McDwarf!” the children chant when they see Morty McNorth – in the
corridor, in the classroom, in the swimming pool. And Morty can’t really see why. Okay, so he’s not
particularly tall, but he’s not particularly short for a boy of his age, either. He’s not even the
shortest in his class – that’s Marco Miniskool: he’s another inch shorter. “Shorty McDwarf!” they
call out – only because it rhymes, obviously. 
p. 18 But in Morty’s head, everything has a different name. A fork is a gobble gadget, a bottle is a
slurp jug, lemonade is burp juice, and a tongue is a slobber flap. But it’s really good to have
something in your head that’s different to everyone else, something of your own.
pp. 32-35 “What are you grinning like that for, Shorty McDwarf?”
But Morty just shrugs his shoulders and grins, because he has a secret, and he’s someone who
can keep a secret to himself. He’s totally and utterly and wutterly unbothered: Morty has a secret
wrapped in wolfhound fur in his hand.
 “Children can be cruel,” says Mrs Sommer at least six times a day. She must know; she
understands children – she’s a teacher, after all. But it’s not the children’s fault that Shorty rhymes
with Morty, McDwarf with McNorth, Anna with banana and Lukey with pukey. Actually, Morty is
lucky. Dwarfs might be small, but everyone likes dwarfs. No one likes Jonah the Moaner, for
example; or Matty the Fatty, Grace Pimple Face, Tiny-Head Ted, Emmy-Lou Did a Poo, Smelly Ellie
Squidgy Belly …
 Morty is picked last for the teams in basketball. At break, Andy Fullclump eats his snack.
 Morty doesn’t have a Playstation or a mobile phone, not even a Gameboy. TV makes children
stupid, says his mother. Only radio, once in a while. That’s all he’s allowed – thanks a lot. But Morty
is already in year five, and the children are already watching everything going. When they play
chase in the playground at break, Morty is always first to get caught. He wears knee pads on his
bike, and his fingers tremble when playing Mikado Sticks. When the police hurtle through the
streets with blue light flashing and siren going, Morty hides in the bushes, and on the bus, Morty
can’t talk – he clings to his seat with both hands so he doesn’t turn white as a sheet and throw up.
Tickling brings tears to Morty’s eyes, he can’t whistle with his fingers, and neither can he wiggle
his ears. If anyone makes a joke, Morty has to work it out first, and then it’s often too late to laugh.
Morty’s best score in keepy-uppies is two, he only learnt to tie his shoelaces at the age of nine,
and cola makes him dizzy.   
 But that’s all shnurtz now – couldn’t give a monkey’s. Totally irrelevant, says Morty to himself,
utterly wumpa, hey-ho potato, banana frittata – because now Morty has a secret! A secret in his
pocket. 
p. 41 What a barmy bunch we have here, Morty ponders: dwarfs who look like tiny little grannies
with pirate headscarves, serious men with beaks and roller skates, here and there a wooden leg.
One of them has a crispy coating, an ear plug, feet like suction cups – in fact, no one looks like the
other. A colourful bunch of very curious creatures. One with a pout, one with a horse’s mouth, one
with a snout. One eye, four eyes, bulging eyes, eyes that look in different directions. Fur, scales, a
cape, flip-flops, a trench coat. A pipe, a magnifying glass, a raisin in one armpit. One of them is
wearing a very smart sausage-skin suit and teeny-tiny flippers. Beards, bald heads, pigtails.
Another one has fiery red curls growing upwards into a tower of hair.
pp. 66-67 Without warning, they hop into the muesli bowl, burrow down into the oat flakes with
their tiny hairy feet and flaky wooden legs and shiny, floppy flippers, and then appear to assume a
squatting position. What on earth are they doing? Morty wonders. 
Then he gets the picture: they’re doing poos! They’re squatting and straining, red-faced, and with a
serious look in their eyes. They’re actually pooing in the muesli – unbemueslievable!

Written by Finn-Ole Heinrich
Extract translated by Marielle Sutherland
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HUNGARY - THE GIRL WHO DIDN'T SPEAK

The Girl Who Didn’t Speak is in three parts: the first, The Wooden Tub, is the story of a
couple (potentially Roma) who lead a hard, nomadic life in the woods. The woman gives
birth first to ‘a feathery owl’ then to ‘a blue eye’ which, weeping, becomes a spring, and
lastly to a little girl, whom she leaves under a wooden tub without even glancing at her.
The Remembering Spring shows that girl, now part of a family from the nearby village,
being led by her owl-brother into the woods. When she looks into the blue water of the
spring, she sees the story of her birth and regains her human voice. In The Woodland
People, the girl and her adopted brother go into the woods to seek her birth parents.
The woodland couple hide at first, fearing ill treatment from the villagers, but when
they, too, look into the blue water, they are overjoyed to learn they have a daughter.
The girl and the boy must go home, but they promise to visit the couple, to help them
and learn their skills.
 
The story is beautifully patterned, using repetition and epithets in fairytale style, and
metaphors from the natural world for the girl’s ‘woodland’ speech. The striking
woodcut illustrations reflect the frequent use of natural imagery and the woodland
setting. This story will be enjoyed by anyone who enjoys a carefully crafted fairy tale
that contains important truths for our lives today.

Review

Recommended by Anna Bentley

Written by Krisztina Tóth
Original Language Hungarian [Hungary]
Target Age 6-12
Published by Móra Publishing (2015)

Krisztina Tóth (1967) is one of the most popular and best known Hungarian authors and
the recipient of numerous awards. In 2015, her novel Aquarium featured on the shortlist
of the German Internationaler Literaturpreis, and in 2022 Peter Sherwood’s English
translation of her poetry book Barcode received the PEN Translates award. Her works
have been translated into fifteen languages. Her children’s books treat topics that are
considered unusual, even taboo, in children’s literature.

Anna Bentley was born in 1970 and educated in Britain. At Oxford, she met her
Hungarian husband and, consequently, the Hungarian language. She taught English
before moving to Budapest where she has lived since 2000. Her translations include
Arnica, the Duck Princess by Ervin Lázár's (Pushkin Press, 2019), Women's Literary
Tradition and Twentieth-Century Hungarian Women Writers by Anna Menyhért (Brill),
and A Fairytale for Everyone (Harper Collins, Farshore 2022). She can be reached by
email: annaatbudapest@gmail.com

Contact Katalin Vas: katalin.vas@mora.hu
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THE GIRL WHO DIDN'T SPEAK

Part 1: The Wooden Tub 
Once there was and once there wasn’t, once there was a gypsy woman who lived with her man
out in the woods. They had nothing to call their own, not even a house. All day long they walked
along the road and when night fell, they slept under thick-growing bushes. They ate whatever they
found, be it roots, berries or mushrooms. Sometimes, when they passed a village, they would steal
a chicken, but not very often, because they were afraid of the dogs. They got by well enough out
in the woods, especially in the summer, when it wasn’t cold. In winter, life was harder. Then, it was
no use digging themselves a pit in the ground, no use covering it with branches; their hands and
their feet would be sure to freeze. Every winter, they thought they would die, but in the end they
never froze to death. As soon as the weather cheered up, the first spring day would find them on
the road again. Muddy and thin, their hair long and straggling, they would be on their way through
the trees, sometimes crouching down in the grass to rest. 
One day, the woman put her hands on her belly and realised it had grown much bigger. Her man
said it must be something she had eaten. Go into the bushes and puke it up, he advised her. Boil
up some nettles and eat them, and it’ll go down. The woman did this, but her belly didn’t go down. 
They walked and walked along the road and her belly puffed up bigger and bigger like bread
dough when it rises.
“Don’t you go dying on me,” said the man, “or I’ll give you a good hiding.”
The woman didn’t fancy getting a hiding from her man, so she promised him she wouldn’t die. They
went on. 
Weeks went by, then months, and her belly kept on growing. The man and the woman had never
seen anything like it. Up till then, they had both been as thin as sticks. The man was worried. He
didn’t want the woman to die on him so, just to be on the safe side, he gave her a good hiding. And
she lived to see the spring. But then she kept lying down under a big oak tree. 
One day, she began to moan and groan. Oh no, oh no, she cried, she was going to die after all.
And her blood flowed onto the acorn-strewn ground. 
The man looked at her and said, “You’re not going to die, woman. You’re bearing me a fine
woodland child. That’s why your belly is so big! It’s a boy, I know it, and he’s going to help me lay
fires and dig pits.” 
And that’s what happened: the woman did give birth to a child, there, under the oak tree in the
moonlight, because by that time, night had fallen. The child looked rather feathery, but the man
just shrugged his shoulders. If it was feathery, well it was feathery. When the first rays of the sun
fell on the child, however, the woman also looked closely at it.
Well now, this was no baby boy! It was a baby owl!
“What’s this thing you’ve borne me?” the man asked her angrily. “It’s got the beak of a bird, the
head of a bird and big, grey wings. Its toes are all bent over, like my old granddad’s. I don’t see
this one digging a pit for me, nor laying a fire neither. All this one can do is hoot.”
The woman liked the child’s hooting, but she didn’t want to have an argument, so she took hold of
it and tossed it into the air. It flew up onto the highest branch of the oak tree and perched there,
looking down on the man and the woman. When night came again, it flew off with great beats of its
wings.
At first light, the man and the woman didn’t even glance around for the owl-child. They just went on
through the woods. They never spoke of it again, and under the oak tree, the moss soaked up the
woman’s blood, and her belly went flat again.

Written by Krisztina Tóth
Extract translated by Anna Bentley
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JAPAN - TALES OF AINU AND GODS

Thirty-eight uepeker (folktales) were narrated to author Kayano in Ainu, his mother
tongue and an endangered language. He then transcribed and translated them into
Japanese. As the Ainu have no writing system, these tales were orally passed down for
generations, with few storytellers surviving today. The stories are filled with characters
constantly getting in and out of trouble, animals who exist on the same level as humans
—often as familial relatives—and gods of nature who make the rules and untangle the
problems that come up among earthly creatures. Storytelling around the fire kept Ainu
children occupied on cold nights. More importantly, they learned about Ainu unity with
and respect for the natural world, which families depended on for their livelihood.
Narratives full of description, adventure and fantasy will keep YA readers 11 and up
engaged. For each tale, Kayano has added a page of background information on
traditional Ainu life, including illustrations of handcraft tools and accessories. Ainu
culture is so little known beyond its villages that the combination of story and
background for young adults has much to engage readers of any age who enjoy
discovering different cultures and worldviews. Kayano is a well-known, well-loved writer,
and this book has sold well. Between the longer-version hardback and the paperback
presented here for translation, it has been in publication since 1988

Review

Recommended by Deborah Iwabuchi & Kazuko Enda

By Shigeru Kayano
Illustrations by Hiromi Chikai
Original language Japanese [Japan]
Target age 11 and over
Published by Yama-kei Publishers Co., Ltd., April 2020
(sixth printing as of Feb. 2022)
This book has been adopted by the Japan Foundation as
a priority for publication subsidies

Shigeru Kayano (1926–2006) spent his life devoted to preserving the Ainu language and
culture. He is recognized as a leading expert in this field. In 1960, he started visiting elders
of his home village to record folktales, mythic epics, and lullabies. He compiled Ainu
dictionaries and wrote many books on his native language and culture. Four have been
translated into English. He won many awards in Japan, both literary and cultural. In 1994,
he was the first Ainu to be elected to the Japanese parliament. The Kayano Shigeru
Nibutani Ainu Museum, located in Kayano’s hometown, houses his extensive collection of
items made by the Ainu and used as part of their lifestyles.  

Deborah Iwabuchi & Kazuko Enda have been translators for more than thirty years,
working independently and together throughout that time. Children’s books we’ve
translated are Love From the Depths: The Story of Tomihiro Hoshino (Rippu Shobo 1994)
and Rudolf and Ippai Attena (Kodansha English Library 2017). We have also collaborated
to write bestselling books on English learning for the Japanese market and translated
books for adult readers into English, such as Pilgrimages in the Secular Age: From El
Camino to Anime and Traditional Cuisine of the Ryukyu Islands: A History of Health and
Healing, both from Japan Library.  Contact: deborah@minamimuki.com
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TALES OF AINU AND GODS

Pananpe and Penanpe
(p.502–508)
There are two of us, Penanpe and Pananpe. One of us lives up the river and the other down, but we
are friends who always help each other out. We both hunt deer and bears, eat the meat, and live in
comfort. 
 I myself am Pananpe from downstream. One day, I went to the mountains to hunt for bears. I had
been walking for a while when suddenly, a giant bear leapt out of nowhere and rushed in my
direction. There was no time to take out my bow and arrow, so I had to escape on foot. I ran and
ran for all I was worth, but the big bear quickly gained on me. 
  At this rate, I knew I’d be killed and eaten by the creature. I decided to veer off toward the ocean,
and frantically flung off my clothes as I ran. Off came my loincloth too, and I dived completely
naked into the sea.
 I began swimming away from the shore, but the giant bear jumped into the water to continue his
pursuit. If it caught me, I’d be eaten alive. But seeing me swim for dear life, the bear gave up the
chase and finally paddled back to shore. Just when I was about to turn around and head back to
land myself, though, I realized the bear would certainly lie in ambush for me there. So, I just kept
swimming farther out to sea, certain that, one way or another, death was waiting for me.
 At last, I saw a rocky mountain ahead. I was exhausted and barely made it to land. I crawled onto a
small beach at the foot of the mountain and curled up into a ball. It was too cold to sleep, so I just
shivered and looked around at my new surroundings, trying to get my bearings.
 After a while, I saw a beautiful girl come down from the summit. I couldn’t tell if she was human or
a goddess. Looking closer, I could see she was wearing many layers of black robes. She held
some garments in her hands, which she tossed onto my curled-up body. “My father says you
should put these on and come with me,” she said.
 I hastily got dressed and walked up the mountain following the light-footed girl. We finally arrived
at the top and, to my amazement, there was a splendid house made of gold. 
 “Come in with me,” the girl said. Sitting in the house were an elderly couple who looked like
kamuy (gods). They received me, but not in a welcoming manner. After I politely performed onkami
(worship), the old man spoke to me angrily.
 “You two, Pananpe and Penanpe, are half-brothers of the bears. In the olden times, Mosirkara
Kamuy descended from heaven to create land for the Ainu. As the creator shaped the land, he
smoked a cigarette. The white ashes of the cigarette turned into you two, and the black ash
became bears.
 Even though you are all brothers, the man from upstream hunts bears, eats their flesh, and
scatters bones and heads around without worshipping them as gods. This makes the bears angry.
One decided to maul you two to death and eat you bones and all. You were the first one it went
after.
 Lucky for you, you outran the bear. I’m the god of black foxes. Seeing you dive into the ocean, I
used my power to summon you here. Now that I see you up close, I realize you are not the one
who failed to worship bears. It was Penanpe. I’ll send you back home…”

Narrated by Mattoutan Kimura of Nioihon Village in the town of Hiradori 
Recorded on May 22, 1964

By Shigeru Kayano, Illustrations by Hiromi Chikai
Extract translated by Deborah Iwabuchi & Kazuko Enda 
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SPAIN - BEL & BIEL WHAT THE HECK IS THIS?

Each chapter of Bel and Biel consists of a tender and often hilarious dialogue in which
six-year-old Bel explains how the world works (from her perspective) to her newborn
brother Biel: Who are these two adults who live with us? What’s that furry thing
crawling around the house? Why is everyone always looking at the big bright screen in
the living room? Bel shares her charming and periodically incorrect perspective on life
as a “big kid” who thinks she knows it all, though her motives are always pure. It’s a
book about curiosity and affection between siblings, and it subtly encourages young
readers to think twice before assuming they understand everything.
 The book is perfect for children ages seven and up who are just learning to read: they
will be able to relate to six-year-old Bel as she assumes the role of the wiser, older
sister, and at the same time, they will be able to identify the humor of her
misconceptions of the world. It’s an especially great book for older siblings.
 Children will enjoy the gorgeous illustrations by Magda Codina, and parents in
particular will appreciate their subtle humor and unique style. 
 Readers throughout the English-speaking world will have no trouble relating to the
universal themes of Bel and Biel, and the occasional Catalonia-specific term or
concept will not hinder comprehension for readers of any age. Rather, these moments
will keep parents engaged and help them feel like they are giving their children a
cosmopolitan and worldly education.

Review

Recommended by Kevin Gerry Dunn

Written by Òscar Dalmau
Illustrated by Magda Codina
Original language Catalan
Target Age 7+
Published by Montena (Penguin Llibres, Penguin Grupo
Editorial)

Òscar Dalmau was born on 21 January 1974 in Barcelona, Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain.
He is a writer and actor.

Kevin Gerry Dunn is a ghostwriter and Spanish/Catalan>English translator whose book-
length projects include translations of Countersexual Manifesto by Paul B. Preciado;
Easy Reading by Cristina Morales, for which he received an English PEN Award and a
PEN/Heim Grant; and works by María Bastarós, Daniela Tarazona, Ousman Umar, and
Elaine Vilar Madruga. His short literary translations have appeared in Granta, Financial
Times, South Atlantic Quarterly, Latin American Literature Today, and Michigan
Quarterly Review, and he has translated critical art texts for exhibitions at the U.S.
National Gallery of Art, the Prado Museum, the Vatican Museums, the Vienna Kunsthalle,
the Phillips Collection, and the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao. 
Contact: gerry@kevingerrydunn.com
 
Contact details: Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial. Contact Paula Prats,
paula.prats@penguinrandomhouse.com
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Kreta the Time Traveler is a science-fiction book for children aged 8+ who enjoy
discovering how our planet and universe work, and reading scientific and technological
themes in a fictive way rather than educative. The book offers solutions that children
could respond to as part of the solution rather than frightening them with disaster
scenarios. The book focuses on the causes of the global climate crisis, and questions
the concept of "consumption", which is one of the main reasons for it, and to be a
trigger to change our consumption habits.

In the book, young time traveler Kreta and their close friend Shiva are teleported from
adventure to adventure in the depths of space with the Voyager Space Ship. When
they finally teleported to the World in the 2070s, they encounter a ruinous
environment, a hot planet where oxygen and water are scarce. They meet Omer, who is
an engineer specialising in climate research, who tells them that the World is struggling
with the effects of a big problem called climate change. In light of the information they
get from Omer, a brand new task comes before Kreta and Shiva. This mission is to go
back to the 2010s, the deadline when the climate crisis can be averted, and deliver a
video message to the people. They manage to show the video to thousands of people,
and children do not remain silent to the message's call and take action for the Earth's
future.

TURKEY - KRETA THE TIME TRAVELER

Review

Recommended by Ece Citelberg

Written by Gülşah Özdemir Koryürek
Illustrated by Selin Saygılı
Original language Turkish
Target Age 8+
Published by Sıfırdan Publishing House (2019)
www.sifirdanyayinlari.com/kopyası-zaman-yolcusu-kreta

Gülşah Özdemir Koryürek was born in 1984 in Istanbul. She worked in theatre for fifteen
years and wrote scripts and plays. She produced works in the documentary genre as a
writer and director. She conducted creative drama and writing workshops with children.
Since 2015, she has been working as a writer, designer and editor at Sıfırdan Publishing,
of which she is a co-founder. She has been focusing on environmental issues and trying
to make the Climate Crisis a subject of children’s literature.

Ece Citelbeg was born in Ankara in 1988. She is a literary translator and copyright
representative based in Cambridge, UK. She studies Modern and Contemporary
Literature MA at the Birkbeck University of London. She is a member of Emerging
Translators Network UK (ETN) and Çevbir (Translators’ Association Turkey). Animal
welfare and preserving cultural heritage are the principal matters she cares about. She
adores cats, queens of pop and literature. www.citelbeg.com

Contact details: citelbege@gmail.com
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KRETA THE TIME TRAVELER

Chapter 3 (pp.16-19)
Hello Stranger, We Are Friend

From the hologram on the object, Shiva and Kreta learned about a planet called Earth and about a
species who live there, who call themselves human. Kreta’s curiosity was fired up and without
checking any of the other shapes and scooped Shiva up and turned into a dust cloud. 

Their dust cloud spun into a tornado, then settled on something like a rock and formed back into
Kreta and Shiva. The rock suddenly started shaking and then moving. While Kreta was mumbling to
herself, ‘What’s this, what’s going on?’, splash! They found themselves in water. They found a
small ledge and pulled themselves quickly through the water. ‘Oops!’

Shiva complained as usual ‘Purr purr! You moved on without knowing what was ahead. We should
have watched the hologram until the end. Where are we, what’s happening now, and how we are
going to learn more now? Also, it’s wet, and I don’t like being wet!’

While Shiva moaned Kreta burst into laughter. She was very happy to be surfing in the water. The
thing they were holding on to rose out of the water and they flew up into the sky. When they
looked down they saw an endless ocean of water. Something else flew beside them and whatever
it was they were holding on to plunged down towards the water again. ‘Purr purr! Kreta, save me!’
screamed Shiva. 

Shiva had been dropped on to the beak of a huge bird. Kreta realised the entertainment was over.
She grabbed Sparky from her backpack and flew after them. At the same time as flying after her
friend who’d been kidnapped by an enormous bird, she was looking around trying to figure out
where they were. 

Kreta’s amazement at what she saw grew as she looked around. If only she had time to examine
everything! There were so many huge plants and animals everywhere she looked. I mean, really
big…enormous, gigantic plants and animals. Turtles as big as cars, leaves as big as a dinner table…
Kreta wasn’t so much surprised at their sizes, but their shapes were very different to her. I think
she’d never seen these kinds of creatures before. 

The animals below were running around excitedly and making lots of strange noises. The land they
were on was shaking violently from side to side. The sea was bubbling and becoming rough with
tall waves as the sky was turning a dark red and the air became hotter and hotter. None of these
are good signs. Should we scream for help?

When Kreta moved he head to look at the huge bird she was following she saw something even
more strange than anything before. The mountain they were flying towards was blazing. Not
blazing angry, like our parents when they find our dirty socks under our beds, but on-fire blazing.

Kreta realised she needed to go faster and said ‘Uff, Puff, Yup!’ then with Sparky she turned to
dust. In the form of dust particles Kreta quickly caught up with Shiva and snatched him from the
bird’s beak. Right at that moment the sky grew very bright and a loud BOOM! was heard. 

Written by Gülşah Özdemir Koryürek, illustrations by Selin Saygılı
Extract translated by David Simpson - David.simpson@sigmapublishing.com
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UKRAINE - THE SNOW WARM

Mick has just moved house with his mother and started at a new school. After a while, he
makes new friends, and together, they discover something extraordinary: a giant, furry, heat-
emitting creature hiding in an abandoned swimming pool. It is quiet and gentle, and like nothing
they’ve seen before. The friends try to find ways to feed the animal and keep it safe. But before
they can decide what to do with it, the creature disappears, and Mick stops talking to his
friends…

Welcome to the world of The Snow Warm, a chapter book by Ukrainian writer Kateryna Babkina
with illustrations by Yev Haidamaka. The story is set in modern-day Ukraine (before the war) and
is realistic with a touch of fantasy. Snow warms are rare creatures unknown to science but
known to very few people, including Mick’s grandfather. What the boy finds out about snow
warms and his grandfather’s life story, he must keep secret. This takes a toll on him and his
friendships.The burden of secrets is a key topic in this story, which looks at friendship from
many angles – what it means to be friends and how we make them. It also touches on the
subject of adults burdening children with problems they shouldn’t have to deal with, and the
consequences this can have. Luckily, all ends well, and with a magical Christmas celebration. 

We recommend reading this heart-warming, beautifully illustrated story with a cup of cocoa on
cold winter evenings for the best experience!

Review

Recommended by Olena Ebel & 
Ruth Ahmedzai-Kemp
Written by Kateryna Babkina
Illustrated by Yev Haidamaka (also known as Yevhenia
Haidamaka)
Original language: Ukrainian [Ukraine]
Target Age:  6-10 years old.    
Published by The Old Lion Publishing House (2021)

Kateryna Babkina is an established Ukrainian writer of poetry and prose. She has written several
other children’s books, including Cappy and the Whale (featured on World Kid Lit blog here),
which has just been published in English by Penguin. She is the author of several books of
poetry, short story collections, plays and film scripts. In 2021, the Polish translation of her novel,
“My Grandfather Danced Better than Anyone Else”, won the Angelus Central European
Literature Award. Babkina currently resides in the UK. 

Olena Ebel is an emerging literary translator working from Ukrainian, Russian and German into
English. She is returning to her first love – literature and languages after a career in marketing.
She attended the Bristol Translates and BCLT summer schools in 2022. Olena can be reached at
translation@olenaebel.com.  

Ruth Ahmedzai Kemp is a literary translator working from Arabic, German and Russian into
English, and hopefully one day from Ukrainian. She translates fiction and nonfiction, and has a
particular interest in history, historical fiction, and writing for children and young adults. Ruth
can be reached at ruthahmedzaikemp@gmail.com.

Contact: Foreign rights for this book are owned and managed by the author. Contact via
https://babkina.com.ua/contacts/.
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THE SNOW WARM

Chapter 1. New phone and old swimming pool
Mick and his mom moved to the center recently, in late summer, just before school started. Vines
of wild grapes climbed up the old balcony. Their leaves were just beginning to turn red, and doves
came to pick the firm berries. And this wasn’t the only marvel: in his grandfather’s apartment, Mick
felt like the master and discoverer of many more wonders. Floor-to-ceiling shelves filled with old
books. The ceiling was so high that among the priceless things in the giant wall closet in the
hallway, there was a ladder, a real wooden ladder, for changing light bulbs. The cavity under the
tiles in the giant kitchen – you could tap on it and clearly hear the emptiness echo where the old
wall hid something – obviously, a spot to hide treasures. The dark wooden globe. The table lamps,
one of them made from a solid dull pink chunk of salt; who ever knew that salt could be pink?! A
room just for him, and a separate one for Mom, and a living room, and an office, and a room full of
books, and a remote, shabby, nearly empty “music room”, which Grandpa also sometimes called a
“conservatory”. Mick knew that there used to be a piano in there, and Grandpa used to play it with
Mom when she was little, even though neither of them really knew how to play; he didn’t know
anything about a conservatory. All this was so extraordinary, so new, so old and, most importantly,
so mysterious that it still took Mick's breath away every morning when he woke up. He would gasp
and deeply inhale the cool air, then listen to the sounds from far, far away, in the kitchen, of his
mother’s clattering with dishes, which meant that she was preparing cocoa and something yummy
to go with it. You couldn’t smell the cocoa, nor Mom’s coffee, nor toast, nor fried eggs, nor
anything else from the kitchen in the rooms – quite unlike their previous apartment, which had just
one room for both of them, a large couch and no mysteries. It was always warm there, but Mick
still preferred this place, the ‘dwelling’, as he called it in his head – somehow the word ‘apartment’
didn’t do it justice. On top of that, their old apartment was one of many, many, many identical
apartments, although maybe better and richer ones, in their prefab tower block. In contrast,
Grandpa’s ‘dwelling’ was the only inhabited apartment in the house – the other three, one on each
floor, were empty and looked abandoned. 
Mom dismissed the things in the giant wall closet as old junk. The same went for the stuff in the
desk drawers in the office, the books, and the lamps – they were just dust collectors if you asked
her. The treasure hideaway in the kitchen used to be an elevator for garbage and dirty dishes. It
turned out that the house was built at a time when people had servants, and those servants sent
the trash and dirty dishes from the kitchen down with the elevator. Mick had only heard about such
times in books and movies but always imagined that it was somewhere far away, not here. Mom
thought the grape vines needed to be cleared away from the balcony. She also had reservations
about plumbing and ventilation and said that the cold would soon drive her crazy. And the worst
thing, she lamented, was that there was no point in improving any of this because the house could
be marked for demolition at any moment if it didn’t simply collapse before then, as she sometimes
added with particular desperation. But Mick didn’t care about that. The dwelling was his world of
wonders.
He hadn’t explored much yet, because his mom, stressed after the move and overworked, didn’t
allow him much freedom. In addition, things at the new school were not going as well as in the new
home. After the move, his mother, of course, transferred Mick to a new school, which was in an old
building not far from the house. The teacher there was very young. When Mom brought Mick to
see the school before the start of the year, the teacher shook his hand, addressed him with the
polite form of “you”, and told him to remember to bring a change of shoes – right from the first day
of school in September, even though it was still warm and, it seemed to Mick, clean outside –
because changing shoes indoors is a “concept”. This concept, whatever it was, did not interest
Mick. All this didn’t seem serious at all, least of all the teacher, who looked almost younger than
his mother. Mom offered to take the day off work on his first day of school and accompany Mick,
to make it easier for him to settle in; but Mick refused. He wasn’t going to settle anywhere; he had
a different plan.

By by Kateryna Babkina, Extract translated by Olena Ebel & Ruth Ahmedzai Kemp
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This is a YA fantasy novel with an engaging young heroine. Ilan is a vitrier, a member of the
subjugated people who are skilled in working the mineral vitreite. Vitreite is toxic and as a
result, many vitriers have birth defects. Vitrier girls who don’t are sent to brothels at the age of
15. Ilan is born clean but brought up as a boy to save her from this fate. This also means that
she is able to learn stonecutting, a profession usually reserved for boys only, and is extremely
talented.

When Ilan is 13, she is chosen to become the stonecutter for the Twenty-Five, a group of elite
warriors who travel around vitrier cities, protecting them against terrifying beings called
nastereas, who attack without warning and always kill all their victims. Ilan does not wish to go,
but has no choice. As she travels, she comes to know the warriors and learns about them,
herself, the history of her people and of the Lowlands, where the warriors are based. She has
many adventures and comes close to death on more than one occasion. She learns more
about the powers of vitreite, using it on one occasion to save a life, and about nastereas, when
she meets one and survives. The book ends as she arrives in the Lowlands and learns the truth
about the war between the Lowlanders and her own people.

A post-apocalyptic world, a subjugated people with skill in working a miraculous mineral, a
talented child with a secret who travels with elite warriors and discovers why her people are
oppressed – incredible world-building, mind-blowingly imaginative, the fantasy series the world
doesn’t know it needs.

CZECHIA - THE LISTENER

Review

Recommended by Isabel Stainsby

Written by Petra Stehlíková
Original language: Czech [Czechia]
Target Age 15-16
Pages 373
Published by Nakladatelství Host (2016)

Petra Stehlíková (born 1976) is a writer of fantasy fiction. Her early works, most notably the
trilogy Born from Ash / Zrozena z popela, were self-published. Prestigious Czech publishing
house Host published her novel The Listener / Naslouchač in 2016, which was very well received
by readers, as was the sequel Faya / Faja (2017). When subsequently published as audiobooks,
both titles immediately became bestsellers in their genres. The book Naslouchač has sold nearly
20,000 copies in the Czech Republic alone. Following The Listener and Faya, Nasterea(2021) is
the third part of a planned fantasy pentalogy.
  
Isabel Stainsby was born in Oxford, UK (1973), and studied languages and literature in
Cambridge, Bristol and Olomouc, Czech Republic. She translates into English from Czech,
Slovak, German and occasionally French. She has translated the four science-fiction novels in
the Central Imperium series by Czech author Jan Kotouč (first volume published in 2018), and a
number of short stories and academic and other nonfiction texts. Isabel lives in Glasgow,
Scotland, with her husband and a very spoiled greyhound.
Contact: isabel@isabeltranslates.co.uk
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THE LISTENER

Ilan and the master stonecutter she is training with have been charged to make a sword from black
vitreite as a gift for the captain. They go to the mines to find a suitable piece of stone, return to the
city late and are attacked. At the last moment, they are rescued by an unidentifiable stranger. In
this extract, we see the captain trying out his new sword.

The captain grasped the sword firmly and cut through the air with it a few times. His hand guided
the weapon surely and directly. For a moment, the master and I heard the sword singing. This was
the proof that our work was good. Black vitreite swords never sang like that. Unfortunately,
nobody except the two of us could hear the song.
The leader of the Twenty-Five went up to one of the chairs around the table and the sword easily
cut it into two halves. Astonished, he looked at the weapon in his hand. Then he turned to his
adjutant, and ultimately to the faya.
“Impressive,” he judged quietly, while looking around for a suitable object. His eyes fell on a small
stone table beside the wall. In two steps he was beside it and he swung. He didn’t even need to
expend much strength before the table, again, was cut in two. The pieces fell to the ground with a
loud thump.
His eyes glowed and began to run around the room, looking for another victim for the sword. While
still playing with his new weapon, he headed for the marble steps where, yesterday, the faya had
sat with his family and welcomed his soldiers.
“May I destroy the steps to your pedestal, Boyan?” he asked jeeringly, yet with enthusiasm. 
The faya was again forced to suppress his anger. “Be my guest, Joel!”
The captain knelt, raised the sword high above his head and sharply struck the stone with it. When
the vitreite hit the cold marble, a short scream raced through my head. Silence. I watched the faya
smile with spiteful joy. The sword cut through the step and sank deep into it. The captain shook it
briefly. When he finally succeeded in extricating the weapon, drops of sweat had appeared on his
forehead. He stood up, and thoughtfully examined the black mineral. Just a week ago it had been
an ordinary lump of stone, yet with a few days of work, I had transformed it into a miracle that
enchanted even the captain of the Twenty-Five himself. With slow steps he returned to the table
and carefully laid the sword down onto the velvet.
“I’ve never seen anything like this before,” said his adjutant. 
“Neither have I, Vargas,” said the captain, shaking his head. “Neither have I.”
The faya, sufficiently emboldened by this turn of events, walked with his hands behind his back
around the table. “So, what do you say? I have good vitriers in Amaria, don’t you think? Aren’t my
vitriers the best? Could the Roghos vitriers do this?” 
The captain only blinked rapidly. This time he ignored the questions. The faya pushed him into a
corner and, unfortunately, enjoyed his victory. 
“Who cut this sword?” asked the leader of the Twenty-Five. 
The faya turned in the direction where the master and I were still kneeling. I swallowed, but my
mouth was dry. I’d felt better when nobody was paying any attention to us. 
“My vitrier master and his apprentice,” he replied, loudly. 
I heard approaching footsteps and shut my eyes in fear under my voile.
“Who really made this sword?” said the captain’s voice, beside me. Even though I was kneeling, I
still jumped. 
“My apprentice, sir,” revealed the master in a trembling voice. He, too, was uncomfortable with the
captain’s sudden attention. He knelt beside me and tried to speak in the humble tone required of
him. “He’s very gifted, sir. Nobody else would have been able to complete so difficult a task.” 
It would have been stupid in the extreme to lie to the captain. We had recognised him and he must
have recognised us. 
Pp. 120-121. A two-page synopsis and full chapter summary is also available.

By Petra Stehlíková, Extract translated by Isabel Stainsby
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Set against the refreshing backdrop of Brittany in France, What the Stars Dream of not only has
a strong sense of place, but also succeeds in touching sensitively on a number of teenage
issues relatable to young adult readers universally.Grief, social phobia, friendship, love,
teenage-parent relationships, and digital social interaction are all explored, along with the
central theme of isolation.
 
Inspired by the theory of the “Six degrees of separation” - the idea that anybody on the planet
can be linked to anyone else in a chain of six or less social contacts, this poetic multiple
narrative unfolds like a play. It begins with a constellation of five contrasting characters,
spanning the generations, presented to the reader as they go about their lives in isolation,
unaware of each other’s existence. 
 
Titouan doesn’t leave his bedroom anymore.
Alix dreams of a future in the theatre.
Luce remains inconsolable following the death of her husband.
Gabrielle values her freedom too much to get attached.
Armand has built his whole life around his daughter.
 
What will happen when grieving Luce sends her deceased husband an SMS? All that is needed
is for an unknown number to flash up on a mobile phone for these characters’ existences to
become intertwined …

FRANCE - WHAT THE STARS DREAM OF

Review

Recommended by Catherine Leung

Written by Manon Fargetton 
Original language French [France]
Number of pages 388
Target age group 13+
Genre YA novel
Publisher Gallimard Jeunesse (2020)
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Manon Fargetton (1987) is a French author who grew up in Saint Malo in Brittany and now lives in
Paris. In addition to writing, she also worked in the theatre for many years. She published her first novel
at eighteen, and has since published more than twenty books, across all genres, and age groups,
winning numerous prizes.
 
Catherine Leung has a modern languages degree in French and German and has also studied Spanish
and Mandarin. She translates mainly from French to English, is a published children’s author and has
worked as an editor at Oxford University Press. 
For further information: catherine.gower@yahoo.co.uk

Foreign language rights contact: So Taniuchi, Subsidiary Rights Director, Gallimard Jeunesse. E-mail:
so.taniuchi@gallimard-jeunesse.fr
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WHAT THE STARS DREAM OF

LUCE p.50
Sitting on her unmade bed, she wavers, indecisive. But the temptation is too strong. Letter by
letter she composes her message. She tries to work out how to do a space, decides to do without
it, and gets annoyed with the disobedient keys. Then, as
feverish as a young girl speaking for the first time to the boy of her dreams, she invokes the grace
of an impalpable, technological god, and sets the message free into a digital whirlpool which is
quite beyond her.

TITOUAN p.88
Titouan pushes his computer away. No sign of Lix this evening. He’s not online and isn’t answering.
The strange text messages from the unknown number have started up again though. This time
Titouan immediately wanted to warn the sender that they’d got the wrong number, but the first two
messages, received a few minutes apart, stopped him in his tracks.

Icantcontinuewithoutyou

Mylifestoppedwhenyoursdid

After that, the messages just keep coming, every ten minutes or so. They don’t seem to expect
any answer. It’s a monologue, a one-way declaration. Titouan doesn’t know how to react and feels
numb. It’s clearly a love story, but more tragic than he’d imagined. The sender is speaking to a
dead person. 

everydayfeelslikeonetoomany

imissyousomuch,dearlu

He notices the appearance of punctuation, and reads the end again. Dearlu? Dear Lu? Strange.
Maybe it’s some idiot in his class messing around with him? No, it can’t be that. No high school
student would write like this, without spaces.

seeyousoon

Frozen, Titouan grips the phone in his hand. His heart quickens in the long silence. The person who
is sending these messages is about to commit suicide. This certainty lodges in his chest like a
splintered bullet crumbling his insides. Without further thought, he composes an answer.

LUCE p.90
In the shadow of her bedroom, Luce stares at the words which have just appeared on the grey-
green rectangle of the screen. Three words.

I am here.

By Manon Fargetton, Extract translated by Catherine Leung
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In this fast-paced, yet poetic, YA novel we meet Samaa, a courageous young woman
on the verge of adulthood who is not afraid to question the world and her culture
around her. She lives in an arid, desert-like world where the men go out to ‘hunt’ trees
which they can sell in order to buy the proteins, vitamins, and the bottles of oxygen her
community so desperately needs to survive. It’s a man’s job, or at least that’s what
Samaa is told. One day, however, she decides to break the rules, and sets out to
become a hunter herself, following in her late father’s footsteps. Caught up in a
sandstorm, Samaa falls into a deep hole and fears for her life. Her accident, however,
will not only save her tribe, but eventually regenerate the world around her too.  

Pavlenko takes us into a world that is not a million miles from the environmental
disasters already happening across the globe today. She speaks clearly yet sensitively
into the concerns expressed by many young activists. She does not try to educate her
readers, but rather recognises that action needs to be taken now.

FRANCE - THE DESERT SHALL DISAPPEAR

Review

Recommended by Johanna McCalmont

Written by Marie Pavlenko
Original language French [France]
Number of pages 240
Target age group 13+
Genre YA novel
Publisher Flammarion Jeunesse (2020)
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Marie Pavlenko lives between Paris and the Cevennes mountains. For more than ten years,
she has been creating works - for all audiences and in a variety of different formats - which
focus on themes of metamorphosis, otherness, and links to living things. Funny, zany, poetic or
tragic, her works are infused with her commitment to the rights of women and to nature, and
portray characters on the fringes of society, who are fragile, obstinate, resilient. Her work has
won numerous awards, including the Grand Prix de la Société des gens de lettres in 2020, and
Marie Pavlenko has been translated into around ten countries.

Johanna McCalmont was born in Northern Ireland and now lives in Brussels, Belgium where
she works from French, German, Dutch and Italian. Her translations have been published by
Blue Dot Kids Press, Indiana University Press. the Los Angeles Review, Asymptote and Lunch
Ticket. She is Co-Editor of the World Kid Lit blog. Read more about her here

Contact: Roxane Edouard, Curtis Brown. E-mail: roxane.edouard@curtisbrown.co.uk
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AND THE DESERT SHALL DISAPPEAR

P13 
The desert stretches beyond the horizon. Three colours meet: the shimmering ochre of the
scorching sand, the dark blue of the sky, and a black triangle between two dunes, lost in the vast
expanse. 
The Elder’s tent. 
That is where we are headed.  
 
PP 17-20 
 The Elder was born so long ago that no one remembers the day. It’s as though she has always
been old. She helped generations of women give birth, cared for them, saved their babies. She
brought me into the world too. My mother has told me a thousand times how I was the wrong way
round in her belly; it could have gone terribly wrong, but the Elder made me turn the right way
round. The women respect her, despite the stories she repeats, again and again. Many of them
wept when she announced she wanted to go into exile. The men, however, despise her. But that is
only to be expected: the more trees the hunters bring back, the angrier the Elder becomes. She
says trees should never be cut down; they should be respected. They alone can make our arid
land prosper once more. 
 What nonsense! 
 Hunting is what keeps us alive. When the men go to the big city to sell the wohood, the tree
they’ve cut down, they return with water, food produced by machines, tins, medicine, canisters of
oxygen, fabric and yarn. We can live for a few moons. 
 However, if the hunters fail, if they don’t fell a single tree, then we get thinner. Our ribs start to
stick out, our shoulders get pointier. It’s hard to breathe, our tongues swell in our mouths, like
they’re blocking our throats. And then, we die. 
 I’ve seen three famines. 
 Each time, the hunters were overtaken by another tribe. They need supplies for their long
expeditions. When they run out, they return and replenish them, before leaving again. In my
lifetime, they have returned empty-handed three times. The traders couldn’t go to the big city. No
more water. No more food. And no more oxygen. I survived because my mother gave me her
rations and made me breathe from her canisters, carefully hidden beneath her straw mattress. My
father had left with the other hunters. I remember the look in my mother’s eyes. When she’s
hungry they change, they widen. They’re terrifying. 
 The first two times, I don’t know who died, I was too young. I only remember my mother, her
sunken cheeks, my tongue sticking to the sides of my mouth. But I do remember the third time:
two babies, one child, seven women and two men were laid out on mats on of the dune-of-the-
dead. Their lips were purple, their skin colourless. They had suffocated in the desert air. Or
starved. Or both. 
 They were carried far out of the camp, one after the other. I helped. The boy I carried was heavy.
His legs dragged in the sand, leaving parallel tracks. There were lots of similar tracks leading to
the dune-of-the-dead. Then, we placed the bodies on the mats and asked the wild animals to carry
them away but leave their memories, so they would remain close to us, invisible, filling us. We sat
in a circle and sang for three nights. But there was no fire at the centre of our vigils; the stores of
pink stones had run out too. We hummed beneath the stars, our weak voices extinguished in the
dark. My mother wept without a single tear running down her cheek. I fell asleep on the ground as I
sang. 
 The hunters’ return brought hope, but we had to wait for the traders to return to be able to eat
and drink. Other bodies were taken to the dune-of-the-dead. 
 When the hunters succeed, we live. 

By Marie Pavlenko, Extract translated by Johanna McCalmont
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Form 10B have a certain reputation. But have they gone too far this time? Something happened
on their end of year school trip, that’s for sure. But what? All the parents have been called to a
meeting, and rumours abound about the entire form group being expelled…

This is the story of the school trip, told in an unusual and engaging style. The book is bracketed
at beginning and end by two conversations amongst a group of 10B’s schoolmates, while the
rest consists entirely of the class journal, documenting the thoughts of an ever-changing series
of authors, as the book passes from one student to the next.

In the eyes of 10B’s students, a school trip should be fun, but their form teacher, Mr Utz, firmly
believes in emphasising its educational aspects. No phones, tablets or computers allowed!
Thanks to oppressive heat, torrential rain, traffic delays, tedious museums, Utz’s insistence that
each member of the class give a talk during the trip, and missed meals due to an over-filled
daily schedule, tempers begin to fray. When they reach the final day, and the final straw,
opinions will differ as to whose behaviour really triggered the notorious incident…

This YA novel, written in a relatable series of voices, will appeal to any school student who has
ever felt that their teacher was acting unreasonably!

GERMANY 

SAINT SOMEWHERE-OR-OTHER

Review

Recommended by Melody Shaw

Written by Tamara Bach
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Tamara Bach studied to be a teacher. Her first book, Marsmädchen (Girl From Mars) was
awarded both the Oldenburg Children’s and Young Adult Literature Award and the German
Young Adult Literature Prize in 2004, and published in translation in English and Spanish. Sankt
Irgendwas was shortlisted for the German Young Adult Literature Prize in 2020. Tamara Bach
lives and works in Berlin.
 
Melody Shaw grew up in Glastonbury, a town so stuffed full of myth and legend, the passion
for storytelling soaked into her bones. Her work has included keeping numerous things on the
straight and narrow, from theatre productions to school students, from toddlers and teenagers
to charity finances. She now works as a translator from German, with a preference for the
quirky and unusual. She hasn’t yet decided what she wants to be when she grows up. 
Contact: translation@shawcan.com
 
Contact: daniela.steiner@carlsen.de or sylvia.schuster@carlsen.de
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SAINT SOMEWHERE-OR-OTHER
By Tamara Bach, Extract translated by Melody Shaw
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Page 5-8
‘Have you heard about 10B?’
‘Heard what? What happened? Did something happen?’
‘On the form trip.’
‘I heard they’re all on a warning.’
‘Warning? For what?’
‘A whole form?’
‘Yeah! There’s a whole tutor group meeting tonight. Or maybe a parents’ meeting. Just
for 10B. With the head, and heads of year. Some others too, dunno who.’
‘Bullshit!’
‘No, really! The whole form!’
‘What are they going to do, chuck a whole form out of school? Or make them all repeat
a year? They can’t do that, can they?’
‘I dunno! Either way, I heard the school have asked all the 10B parents to a meeting
today. All of them! And that they want to discuss everything that happened.’
‘Hey, you should’ve seen them, standing there in front of the school.’
‘You saw them?’
‘Yeah, I was just going past on my bike as they got back last night. Everyone’s parents
were there. The faces on them! I was going to stop and say hello, but there was kind of
an atmosphere, so I just kept going.’
‘Where did they go, anyway?’
‘Croatia.’
‘No, Italy!’
‘No, to … somewhere with ruins. Utz is a history teacher.’
‘I thought they were by the sea, weren’t they? The Med or somewhere?’
‘Whatever!’
‘What? We didn’t go to the sea!’
‘And you’re not about to get kicked out of school. Or have to do year ten all over again.’
‘They can’t do that. A whole form? No way can they do that! Seriously. You can’t chuck
a whole form out of school.’
‘Or were they in Spain? Was that it? Spain?’
‘Are there ruins in Spain?’
‘Or were they in France? Some dump in the middle of nowhere, I know that. Some kind
of religious name. Saint something. Or Santa somewhere-or-other.’
‘So what happened?’
‘I heard they blew something up. At the airport.’
‘What now? They all blew something up? How does that work? Who told you that?’
‘Well, it must have been all of them, if the whole form are in trouble.’
‘That’s got to be Josch.’
‘Who’s Josch?’
‘
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Lucie is a thirteen-year-old girl who lives with her mother, her mother’s boyfriend Michi,
and her younger brother, Jannis. Lucie desperately misses her mother’s ex-girlfriend
Bernie, who now lives in Berlin. Lucie decides she really needs to visit Bernie, but she
has to find a way to pay for the train ticket. When she finds an ad for a dog walker, she
goes to check it out, but instead finds a crazy old man who wants a ghostwriter for his
magical recipes. Lucie tries out a recipe to create a love potion for Marvin, a cute boy
in her class. Marvin turns out to be a jerk, and he posts a photo of her younger brother
in a ballet outfit with homophobic comments. Jannis is humiliated and furious with
Lucie for letting Marvin in their apartment. Lucie starts spending more time with Leo
though, who she had thought was a friend of Marvin’s, but it turns out that he’s actually
a really good friend to Lucie. They plan to take revenge on Marvin. At the end of the
book, Lucie has her chance to go to Berlin and the story ends as she picks up her
phone to call Bernie. 

This novel is an adventure story that would appeal to young teenage girls and to boys
who are curious about how girls work. The cartoon illustrations are funny and
charming.

HOW MADNESS EXPLAINED THE WORLD
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Dita Zipfel was born in 1981 and lives with her family in the smallest castle in southern
France and in the biggest broom closet in Northern Germany. She writes plays and
screenplays. Her YA debut “How Madness Explained the World” was awarded the
Hamburg Advancement Award for Literature.
 
Melody Winkle is a translator of German into English, specializing in marketing and
subtitling. She spent stints in Alaska and Berlin but has been living in Seattle,
Washington for a long time. She has been published in Lunch Ticket. Contact:
mwinkle@mac.com
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HOW MADNESS EXPLAINED THE WORLD
By Dita Zipfel, Extract translated by Melody Winkle
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 p. 87-89 What I want to learn from Bernie: to know when it's time to fight.
 Once when Janni was about five, Mom came into the apartment, groaning under the weight of my
crying brother. It was the last year of kindergarten and it was Carnival. The theme: pirates and
mermaids.
 "What happened?" asked Bernie, taking Janni out of Mom's arms. She put him on the floor, squatted
in front of him, and looked into his child's face with its reddened eyes, but Janni collapsed onto her
shoulder. He spat out something unintelligible into her t-shirt, and Mom said:
 "The competition."
 "You didn't win?", I asked horrified.
 "He wasn't allowed to participate."
 "What?" Bernie and I cried out at the same time, and Janni sobbed as if the memory of it ran through
him like a pirate's dagger.
 "He was supposed to go as a pirate."
 Janni was the most beautiful, the most shimmering, the wildest, and the very best mermaid
imaginable. A little bit Arielle, a little bit Nemo, I would say. Bernie thought more Joan of Arc above,
trout below. And that was a compliment. Mom, Bernie, and I had fiddled with the wig for ages, and in
the end, he had beautiful brown curls of crinkly gift ribbon. I spent hours gluing countless scales of
glitter paper to a cloth tube that he wore around his legs, while Janni cut the flipper out of
cardboard.
 "There were two prizes. The most beautiful mermaid for the girls and wildest pirate for the boys,"
Mom said, exhausted.
 Bernie snorted. And that made me happy because I was pissed and I knew Bernie was about to say
the very thing that I would have said if I had thought of it.
 "And what did you say to that?" she asked Mom pointedly, but still calm.
 "What was I supposed to say? I was busy comforting Janni."
 "But you must have said something."
 Mom shrugged her shoulders. "Well, that they could have told us before."
 Bernie made a noise, a bit like a growl, deep inside her body. Then she slowly breathed out.
 "Janni, look at me." She lifted his snotty face with her finger. "We have to go back. Now."
 You feel strong holding Bernie's hand. Even Janni was getting his strength back. We marched into my
old kindergarten. A crying mermaid, an angry woman with a very small nose and a very big butt, and
me. A posse with a mission and the conviction to win the battle. Along the way, I kept glancing at
Bernie from the side, trying to read her lips as she silently practiced what she was going to say. I
loved the angry look on her face. It made my heart beat stronger and my chest grow bigger.
 "Sorry, we're closed. Ah, it's you," said fat Lenz, who was sitting at the children's table with the other
two teachers, looking at us with tired eyes. "What is it?"
 I wish I could remember what Bernie said. Janni the mermaid started playing in the book corner, but
I stood next to Bernie and didn't let go of her hand. Bernie was strong, fast, and slender, while the
teachers were sluggish and slow, but I knew how dangerous they could be. Bernie was an antelope in
a crocodile enclosure, but she was not prey because she was not afraid. She was an antelope full of
power and rage and certainty. And all that power and rage and certainty flowed through her hand
into mine and through my body, and I grew bigger and stronger with every second. I remember that.
But the words? No clue. I was only six.
 At some point, fat Lenz nodded, and Sandra, who had always been my favorite, stood up, shook
Bernie's hand, smiled, leaned toward me, and said, "Well, Lucie, do you still miss us?" And then we
left.
 Today, I'm pretty sure Bernie's talk was about freedom. About abolishing rules that don't make
sense, and about the fact that children are normal people who can make decisions that the world just
has to deal with.
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